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QUARTERFINAL INTERVIEW 
11 February 2018 
 
LUCAS HERBERT 
 
 
Q.  Lucas, you finished third in the World Super 6.  Can you tell us about your week 
here? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it's been really good.  Obviously got in late from China so it was 
kind of good to fly the way I have off as not a prepared style as I probably would have liked.  
But yeah, really enjoyed the week, always love coming to Lake Karrinyup and playing here, 
especially in such a good event, such a good field.  So yeah, thoroughly enjoyed myself. 
 
Q.  And what was it like playing with Kiradech for the first two rounds and then 
obviously eventually losing out to him in that match play? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it was a great experience seeing how he hits it and how he gets 
it around, how he goes about things.  Top-50 player in the world, so whenever you get a 
chance to do that, it's always a really good learning curve.   
 
And then obviously today it was almost tough playing him in match play because he's such a 
good guy.  He's obviously had some really nice things to say about me earlier in the week, 
too.  Yeah, it was almost tough trying to think of him as an enemy and beat him.  But really 
enjoyed the experience, and unfortunately just didn't quite get it over the line there at the 
finish, but gave myself a really good chance. 
 
Q.  Can you talk to us about that 18th hole after the last hole and then the Shootout 
hole and what was going through the mind? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, so I hit a really good 2-iron down there actually, which I hadn't 
done in the first two matches.  I had I think it was about 195 yards in and I was sort of 
thinking if I can just put it on that top tier, give myself sort of 20 feet, that would really put 
some heat on him, make him have to do something.  And I was kind of, it was a tossup 
between 5-iron and 6-iron and I went with 6 and actually got it really well through the wind 
and got it over the back, which I thought would have been fine as well.   
 
Then, unfortunately, I had two sprinkler heads right in my line that just made things really 
hard.  Otherwise, I would have sort of bumped it and run it down there, I was pretty confident 
I could have got that close, but had to go with a trickier shot.  I thought I played it decently, 
just kind of rolled out too far, I hit a good putt, just bumped off line.  That's golf.   
 
And the Shootout hole, it was pretty tough after the guy hits it as close as he did.  I didn't 
really see it obviously from the tee, but from hearing everyone else, I thought it lipped out or 
something, it was going to be hard from there.  So a little bit more aggressive line with the 
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shot in and obviously just didn't pay off.  Yeah, not to worry. 
 
Q.  And in the match just now, quite a convincing win to take the third spot.  Were you 
able to play freer when you were just playing for money and not the title? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, I think so.  It was a little bit of pressure taken off.  Yeah, 
definitely a lot more relaxed out there, yeah.  Like you said, a bit freer. 
 
Q.  You're on to Oman next week so you must be full of confidence heading over 
there, and I guess that's a big reward in itself for your great play this week? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it's interesting, I spoke to the coaches last week and I said, look, 
I want to go through European Tour, I think.  I had four starts already sort of off my own bat.  
I felt if I could get some sponsor invites and play my way in, you know, with top-5 at an 
event, I think I could maybe get my world ranking up high enough, or yeah, keep my card 
that way.   
 
So yeah, this is a very pleasing result doing that considering I've had my affiliate 
membership earlier in the week.  So it's off to a good start, and then yeah, I'll hopefully back 
it up next week.  Haven't even had a chance to think about what I'm going to do, how I'm 
going to prepare.  So yeah, I'll probably enjoy an ale or two tonight and discuss it with the 
team then. 
  


